Tue, Jun 10  

- lots of mulling over of Nova Stone Quarry situation  
  0945 - call from Paul Buxton - confirmed he is seeking a meeting to discuss lack of  
  progress on the EA, and the blasting plan. There is no MOU and he can't pin DFO  
  down on timing of scope. Would like some senior people to attend. Now has an  
  opportunity to bid on Hwy 217 upgrading worth $60K, but unable to because blasting  
  plan not approved. Told him I would try to arrange a meeting in the next week or  
  two.

- more thinking about Whites Point

---

Wed, Jun 11  

- review Phil's draft letter to Buxton re: Blasting Plan meeting and model  
  calculations.

---

Thu, Jun 12  

- Phil Zamora calls re: latest letter to Buxton. He is in the road until Jun 20.

---

Fri, Jun 13  

---